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This paper describes the architec;ure of a parallel computer called multidimensional rnultillnk system [MMS] 
which 1s designed and developed at the Indian Institute of Science. This system IS a general-purpose mult~cornputer 
where each cornputmy element comprises a processor and its local memory. The computing elements communicate 
asmg message passmg There is no shared memory in  the system. 
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1. Introduction 

Multidimensional multilink system [MMS] architecture is developed with the motivation 
of providing a testbed for developing and testing concurrent algorithms. It is a general- 
purpose message-passing multicomputer architecture. In this paper, we describe the 
architecture and topology of MMS. 

First, we would like to make a distinction between a multicomputer and a multiprocessor. 
A multicomputer can broadly be characterized by two attributes. First, it is a network of 
multiple computing units, each with a local memory and processing power, and second, 
the computing units communicate and cooperate in solving a problem. Each of these 
computing elements (CEs) can also be used as a single computer. A multiprocessor system, 
on the other hand, has multiple processing units each of which is fed with data and an 
instruction stream through a controller. The controller may be either central or distributed 
among the processors. The systems where all communications are through a common 
memory are called shared memory multiprocessor systems. Multicomputer systems in which 
computing elements communicate by sending messages are called message-passing systems. 

Examples of message-passing multicomputers are hypercube1 where point-to-point 
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FIG. 2. MMS Conhgurat~ons. 
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Frc; I Link-o-mtrd statx ncluorka. FIG. 3. Addressing of nodes In MMS. Addresses 
inside the box represent the addressmg m radix 
3 and the numben outsideinequivalent decimal. 

:ommunication links are used to interconnect processors ZMOB2 and SMS3,4 where 
processors are connected on a broadcast bus. Various other configurations of multi- 
compters use a variety of interconnection networks. Some of the popular networks are 
shown in fig. 1. 

MMS is an eflbrt in the direction of developing a general-purpose multiprocessor system. 
We show some MMS configurations in fig. 2. It comprises a set of computers (referred as 
CEs thronghour this paper), each with its private memory and a communication nctwork 
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interconnecting them. All thc CEs are alike and implement the same instruction set and 
interact by passing messages over the communication network. They are connected through 
a multidimensional network (described later). The architecture is scalable in terms of the 
hardware. An integrated software environment developed for the MMS architectureS makes 
i: poss~ble to write concurrent programs in any of the popular programming languages, 
namely, PASCAL, C, FORTRAN or PROLOG 

In the communication network topology of MMS, a number of CEs are organized in 
each dimension in a fully connccted network using bidirectional communication links. A 
CE can perform broadcast operation by which data can be sent to all other CEs connected 
in this fully connected network. A CE can also do a selective broadcast (multicast) of data 
to a smaller set of CEs. This network is therefore referred as a multicast network. MMS 
architecture has a number of such fully connected multicast networks which are replicated 
in multiple dimensions. and are independent of each other. 411 the CEs in the system have 
access to equal number of multicast networks. Similarly, all multicast networks in the 
system connect equal number of CEs. These networks provide the same type of access 
mechanism for all CEs and are alikc in terms of thc method used for message passing 
between the CEs. 

The mult~cast network has the following advantages over other structures. 

1. It is simple to implement. It can be implemented using point-to-point communication 
links thus retaming the simplicity of a point-to-point communication network. 

2. It allows the broadcast of data without any arbitration delay a message incurs when 
broadcast over a broadcast bus. The implementation of multicast network is less 
expensive than that of a broadcast bus, as the hardware costs in the latter are higher 
because of arbiters and priority-resolving logic required for each transmitting agent. 

3. It is richer in connectivity than many other existng networks, and allows emulation of 
popular structures on MMS. 

4. Communication bandwidth available for each of the transmitting agents is restricted by 
only the raw bandwidth of passive wires connecting various CEs. A CE can send data 
at any time over the multicast network and therefore does not wait for the availability 
of communication network. 

The systems can be parameterized usmg two parameters 

Drop: Drop parameter of MMS architecture is the number of CEs that are connected 
by a single fully connected multicast network. 

Dimension: In MMS, a CE is connected to multiple multicast networks. Dimension 
parameter of MMS architecture defines the number of fully connected multicast networks 
to which a CE in the system has access. 

We denote the drop parameter of MMS architecture by p and the dimension parameter 
by d. An MMS structure with parameters p and d will be denoted by AD,. In fig. 2, we 
show various MMS structures with different values of p and d. 
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MMS s:rilcture with p drops and ddimension, haspd CEs. Each CE in an MMS structure 
~ i i h  f and d parameters can be addressed uniquely by a set of labels containing pd distinct 
labeis. One s ~ c h  addxssing scheme, which is followed throughout this paper, is to label 
the CEb a s h  d digits in radix p. A CE therefore can be addressed using the following 
notniioni. 

__I_ 

Nodezddress= ir,_la,_2...a,a, p>a.>OVi,d>i>O. 

We arbitrarily assign a set of multicast networks in one direction in the graphic 
;epnrsen:ation of the MMS, as dimension 0 networks. Similarly, multicast networks in 
another direction are assigned dimension 1 networks. This way we assign all d dimension 
networks. CEs connected in one muiticast network in dimension j are given the addresses 
such that only aj differs in their node addresses. We use the following convention for 
addressing the CEs. A node address in angular braces denotes the node address in d radix 

digits. Erjui~alenl decimal address will be denoted by a number without any braces. In 
fig. 3, we show the node-addressing mechanism for a 3-drop, 2-dimension MMS structure. 
in this figure. multicast networks in dimensions 0 and 1 are shown by horizontal and vertical 
linn, respectively. For example, CEs (OO), (01) and (02) are connected fully here through 
bidirectional communication links in dimension 0. Similarly, the multicast network 
connecting (00). <lo) and (20) is amulticast network connecting these CEs in dimension 1. 

Lemma 1. This addressing mechanism is a one to one and on to mapping of CEs on the 
address laSels. 

Pm$: There are pd CEs in an MMS structure with p drops and d dimension. T o  lahcl the 
CEs, it is sufitcient to have pd labels. To label the CEs uniquely, all pd labels in this set 
shouid be distinct. Addresses in radix p with d digits provide pd labels. Hence, there exists 
a one to one correspondence between the set of all possible p%ddresses and pd CDs. Since 
ail these $ labels are distinct, the mapping between CEs and the addresses is unique. 
Therefore. this addressing mechanism is a one to one and on to mapping of CEs on the 
address labels. fl 

k n j m  2. T u o  CE$ A and B, in the MMS structure J/C,,, are connected iff their addresses 
d i k r  in only one digit location. 

Proof: This follows from the addressing scheme used to label the CEs in the MMS structure. 
Any two CEs are connected iff they share a single multicast network. Node addresses of 
all CEs connected through the same multicast network differ only in one digit location. 
Two CES cannot be connected by more than one multicast network. This establishes the 
fact that two CEs .A(= a,..,a,_,.--ala,) and B(= 6,- ,bd-,.-. b, b,) are connected if and 
only if there exists a unique j such that 

q i b , ,  d > j 2 0  
and 

a,=bi Vi, i#j. 

There arc many other addressing mechanisms for the CEs in the MMS structure. For 
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(a) Prefix d m c n w n  enpannon. (b) Postfix dilnenbron expansion 
Fia. 4. D~mens!on exramion of MMS. 

cxample, a new set of addresses may he obtained by interchanging the addresses of CEs 
in row i and row j and simultaneously the addresses of CEs in column i and column j. 

An MMS structure A',, of dimension d and drops p can be obtained from p MMS 
structures M:.d-l. . /tL.d-, . . ... fig;: each of dimension d - 1 and drops p. This is done 
by appending the address of CEs in the MMS structure by one more radix p digit. This 
digit can be prefixed or postfixed to the original addresses. Figure 4 sho-.~s such expansions. 

Similarly, an MMS structure .&,,can be obtained from an MMS structure A,_,,, by 
adding pd - @ - l), CEs. These additional CEs can be addressed by extending the addressing 
scheme from radix p - 1 to radix p. We call this a drop expansion. In fig. 5, we show such 
an expansion where an MMS structure d6t'4,2 is obtained from another MMS structure 
di',,, by adding seven CEs. 

Each CE in MMS bas p - 1 neighbors In each dimension. In a d dinlensional structure, 
a CE is connected to d . ( p  - 1) CEs. The switching distance between two CEs is defined as 
the number of routing steps a message undergoes. Switching distance between any pair of 

(a) . K,., MMS Structure 

FIG. 5 Drop expansion of MMS 
(b) .U,, MMS Structure. 



C ' ~  , . ,ihlih . are sonneeted is 0. Max~nurn snitching distance between any arbitrary pair of 
(.& :, i - i .  The topological distance beta,een t x o  CEs is one greater than the switching 
di,!,inc: hultne::n them. Maximum topological distance between any two CEs In the MMS 
.;:iuctilrs 1s d. An MMS with 2 drops is a hypercube structure where each C E  has d 
ncighhors. Thus h5perrube slructures fall in a class of MMS configurations .,@,,,. 

Len:n;ri 3. Topoiogicsi distance between any pair of CEs 'A' and 'B' in an MMS structure 
airh r drops and d dimension is the numbcr of digits in the node addresses of 'A' and 'B' 
a.,.it~cl? do not ni:iteh. 

?n,:,P: B e  prt,bc chis Icmma with the addressing scheme described earlier. Two CEs are 
c,>nnvcted onl) if their node addresses in radix p diffcr exactly in one digit location. 
Tp~puio$iraP distance hetween tuso connected CEs is one. 

Now kt ' z  consider two CEs. 'A' and -B', with node addresses a,_,a ,_,. ..a, and 
.b- , h, .:... h,;. If these addresses differ in exactly two digit locations, say il and i2, then 
it i-, poss~bk to find a third CE 'C' such that node addresses of CEs 'A' and 'C' differ only 
in digit location i I  an3 addresses of CEs'B' and 'C' differ only in digit location i2. As CEs 
.A' ar;d 'B' are not connected. topolog~cal distance between 'A' and 'B' is greater than 1. 
Topolo@ir.airlistance between CEs'4'andSC'and CEs 'C'and 'B'is 1. Therefore. topological 
drstacce betwen CEs 'A' and 'B' is 2. 

\Ye no* prow this iemrna with induction. Let's assume that the distance between CEs 
'4' and '3' i5 f if their node addresses differ in exactly i digit locations and this assumption 
15 irue [or an! j cr i. Now, we consider the case in which node addresses differ in exactly 
i t  l digit locations. Clearly the distance between these two CEs cannot be less than or 
ccu:iL to i. Therefore. the disrance between two CEs is more than or equal to i + I .  Now 
li i i  p~s<ihl?  to find a CE 'C' such that node address of 'C' differs in exactly one digit 
l c a t ~ o n  from :he node address of CE 'A' and i digit locations from the node address of 
CE 'R'. The distance between CEs 'A' and 'C' is 1 and between CEs 'B' and 'C' is i. Therefore, 
e e  conclude that distance between CEs 'A' and 'B' is i + I. As this lemma is true for i = 1 
iind 2, it is true for any value of i. 

This also proies the following lemma. 

Lmina4. Maximum tojmiogical distance between two CEs 'A' and'B'in the MMS structure 
ti,,, Ls d. 

Ajerag iopological dislance is the distance a message travels, on an average, in the 
cc~mmunicadon nccwork of any system. The average distance6, in terms of communication 
I~n l s .  is defined as. 

where V,  is thc number of CEs at a distance r. MaxDist, the diameter (maximum of the 
rnilwmum distance between any two pairs of CEs) of the system, N, the total number of 
CEs in the system. Factor at  the denominator does not take into account the CE from 
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which the AigDisr is being computed. By noting that this CE is at distance 0 h r n  itself, 
the above equatton can be modified as follows. 

In MMS, all CEs have the same AvgDist as the topology of the system is symmetric 
with respect to the CEs. In an M M S  structure .I,,,, the number of CEs at a topological 

d~stancc 1 irorn a CE is *(p - 1). Sim~larly, the number of CEs at a topologtcal distance (;) 
2 from any CE is * ( p  - I)'. In general, the number of CEs at  a topological distance ( f ) 
i is (f).ip - II.. Therefo~e, the AvgDist for MMS can be given by 

= d.( l  - llpj. 

Communication network in MMS is a regular one and AvgDist.from each CE is the 
same irrespective of its location in the network. A CE in the MMS structure has d.@ - 1) 
links for accessing the communication network. 

For an architecture, cross-section bandwidth is defined as the number of wires crossing 
a section which divides the number of nodesin the architecture into two equal size partit~ons. 
This is a very important measure for an architecture as it gives a rough estimate of the 
layout complexity of the interconnection network. 

Lemma 5.  For p drop and d dimension MMS, the cross-section bandwidth is 

7, if p is even 

pd- I(?), otherwise. 

Proof: 

Case 1: p is even. 

Take a onedimensional MMS structure. Divide it into two halves. Each half contains 
p/2  nodes. As one-dimensional structure is a fully connected network of p nodes, each of 



the fi -1 nodes ix a pw!i:i@n connects each of p'2 nodes in the other partition. Therefore, 
1 I:xk, wnnsit  these prtitions. It implies that the cross-section bandwidth of one 

Gin:cnl:oncil StlfS is pL 4. Take p of these one-dimensional MMS structures and 
cdr:nc.ut !hen in n tso-dimensional structure. Divide this structure into two halves such 
EX:!$ o::I) tinLs in dimension Oare disconnected. As there areexactly p networks in dimension 
il. thc total numk: of links from one partition to another is p*p2/4, or p3/4. Now, take 
an arbltsari hl!viS. structure with p drop and d dimension. Partition this structure into 
twt, h;d:e.: h? dividing each ne:aork in dimension 0 into two. There are pd-' networks 
;tnd ihc cross-section banduidth of each network is pZ/4. Therefore, the cross-section 
hundaidrh of this structure is p" "*p2  4. or pd"!4. 

< ons:der ;i me-dimensionai MMS structure. Partition this structure into two such that 
,wi. pJ~ . :wn sacioini lp - I )  2 nodes and the other (p + 1)/2 nodes. The number of links 
I n i : ~ :  ,I!: pmiCiin t e  another is (p - 1)Jp + 1):4, or (pZ - 1)/4. Following the proof for case 
? 'itr :. : .::x~p ~ c d  ii dimens~on SIMS structure, it is possible to prove that the cross-section 
. .:,Ja!drh i >  ri-:tr' - I I 4 by dividing each network in dimension 0 to  partition MMS 

, t rd~ , : .x  ink> :wo. 0 

\\- h.:w dread!. ictroduced the CE which is the most important system component of the 
V:dS. ThC ~ t h r s  s>s!ern components are host processor, and communication links. 

W c  nos- drscrihs the st:ucture of a CE. 

2.L.I. Cm:wtbiq rirment ICE): In an MMS structure, all CEs are homogeneous and 
incorpl~rate the same instruction set. Code for one C E  can be executed by any other C E  
.it the s m r  speed. Further, all CEs in MMS have the same structure. 

.9 C'E in % f ! d S  is made of the two major modules. One of them is responsible for 
comput~~ticrn and we call it the arithmetic processing unit (APU). The other module is 
responsibir for communication among CEs and operates under the control of APU. We 
call it it sommtinication module (CM). The structure of a CE is shown in fig. 6. 

21.2. .4PL: The arithmetic processing unit in a CE is used for all computations and 
irnpiemeats a general-purpose instruction set. All APUs in the MMS structure are built 
around a general-purpose processor. An APU executes the tasks loaded by the host 
",- ; .. ,,. .Lwr  It communicates with other APUs using the communication network and the 

;t>mmunication module. 

For a communication instruction, APU decides the multicast network o n  which the 
mesages arc to be sent or received. An appropriate packet is sent by the APU to  the 
communication unit in its CM. responsible for data transfer on that multicast network. 
Communication modules work in parallel with the APU under its control. 

An APU contains a pnerai-purpose processor with a local memory. I t  also contains an 
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FIG. 6. Structure ola  computing rierncnt ICE1 In M M S  Fi6. 7 Structure ol an APC.  

I 0 interface which is used for handling communication instructions. APU sends and 
receives messages through its I:O interface to the communication units. Figure 7 shows 
the structure of an APU. 

CM: A communication module in a CE is responsible for handling communication 
between CEs. It provides the necessary buffers for incoming and outgoing messages and 
relieves the APU from supervising the execution of communication instruction. 

A CM contains d communication units (CU) each comprising (p - I)  communication 
links and buffers for incoming messages. All CUs work asynchronously and independent 
of each other. All CUs are controlled by the APU. In Bg. 8, the structure of a link in CU 
is shown. All the outgoing messages from the APU are sent directly to the CU which 
connects to the InBuf ofanother CU at the other end of the communication link. Similarly, 
all incoming messages are stored in the buffer InBuf till APU takes it out of this buffer. A 
handshaking scheme between CEs ensures the integrity and reliability of data transmission. 

2.1.3. Host processor: The host processor is a very important component in the MMS 
architecture. It is responsible for all input and output of a program that is to be executed 
on MMS. A programmer interacts with the system through the host processor. It is also 
responsible for loading the tasks on various CEs in the system. 

In MMS, the host processor has the secondary storage for the system. A secondary 
storage in MMS may be distributed among all CEs but its presence with the host processor 
is absolutely essential for the system's operation. At power on time, all CEs in the system 
are booted by the host processor which boots from its secondary storage. The presence of 
a distributed secondary storage helps only in increasing the data storage space at each CE 
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i 
To multicast network 

Host 

- - 

ki;. %, Stmciu'e uf u link in urmmu~calion FIG 9. Structure with separate host processor. 
m!. 

hut annot  be used for booting these CEs. Host processor is also equipped with all 
input output peripherals like keyboard and display. As a programmer interacts with the 
system only through the host processor, the presence of110 peripherals with host processor 
is essential. 

Programs for MMS are written in a high-level language and are compiled on the host 
processor. In this process, a task mapping is also generated by a scheduler running on the 
host procrssor. Host processor then loads various compiled tasks into the memory of CEs 
in the system prior to program execution. In MMS, a program is statically scheduled and 
at rilntlme no scheduling is attempted. 

During theexecution of a program, the host processor also sends the input to the program 
and collects the output of the CEs. Any interaction with the programmer is through the 
host prcwssos. Therefore, all interactive input and output of the program are done by 
the host processor only. 

In MMS, usually the CE with nodeaddress 0 does all functions of a host processor. 
Howeber, a separate host processor may be attached to the CE with nodeaddress 0 which 
may be used lor interaction of a programmer and rest of the system. Such a structure is 
shown in fig. 9 for a 3drop. 2dimensional system. 

2.2 A~chizrcturaf features 

To summark, the architectural properties of the MMS structure are (assuming an MMS 
s:ructurc with p drops and d dimension): 

I .  The MMS structure comprises pd CEs. All CEs in the MMS structure are identical 
and have local memory. There is no giobal memory in the MMS architecture. 
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2. Total number of neighbors of a CE is d.(p - I!. 
3. There are three types of communication through each multicast network in the system. 

In point-to-point communication, a CE communicates data to  another CE connected 
by a multicast network. In the second type, a CEmulticasts data to other CEs connected 
to it through a multicast network. A message can be passed to selective CEs connected 
through multicast network in a single instruction. For example, in a one-dimensionai 
structure with four CEs, a message from processing node 0 can be sent to processing 
nodes 1 and 3 but not to processing node 2. However, multicast communication can 
be achieved in a single instruction. The third type of communication allows broadcast 
of data to all CEs connected through a multicast network. 

4. A CE in MMS is connected to d multicast networks 

5. A multicast network in MMS connects p CEs together in a fully connected network. 
This network allows a mdticast or a broadcast communication among CEs in a single 
instruction. 

6. Total number of multicast networks in the system is d.pA-'. 

7. AvgDist parameter for the MMS is d.(l - lip) 

8. Interconnection network in the MMS is a passive network connecting CEs and is very 
reliable. 

9. An existing configuration of MMS can be extended either by increasing the number 
of drops in a multicast network or by increasing the dimension of MMS. 

10. Maximum switching delay in MMS is d -  I. 

Lemma 6.  In MMS, there are d(p - l)pd/2 bidirectional communication links. 

Proof: In MMS, each CE has d(p - 1) neighbors connected through d multicast networks. 
As each of these neighbors is connected by a bidirectional communication link, there are 
d(p - 1)pA/2 bidirectional communication links. 0 

Lemma 7. The MMS communication network can carry d(p - l)pd messages simultaneously. 

Proof: This follows from the previous lemma. Each bidirectional communication link can 
have two messages simultaneously and, therefore, there can be d(p - l)pd messages in the 
communication network. 0 

3. Conclusion 

In this paper, we described the MMS architecture for general-purpose parallel computing. 
It has a good connectivity and can be used to simulate a variety of architectures and to 
try out the algorithms designed for these architectures. The architecture has a good 
expansion capability. There are more than one path connecting two CEs making the system 
fault tolerant. A memory element in the MMS architecture can be addressed by a tuple 



rl:r;i. +er<i.?n\ rf r k  l l M S  architecture have been implemented using 'off-the-shelf 
c,>mpcnent>. The iiist \ers im is a fully connected network of 4 CEs (dl,,,). T h e  second 
i>itGm i\ .I tno-d1in:!1ion;.1 network of 9 CEs ( ~ t " ~ , ~ ) .  Finally, the third system is an  
z.;ni;c,,sr ii)pe~.,ube i.li2,3). Each link in these implementations provides an 8-bit-wide 
p:..;!eI ci~mmunii.at~on between nodes and operates at  processor-memory speed. The 
.,,: cm prii:idcs f:lcility to selectively broadcast (multicast) data  t o  LI fcw nodes. This 
impr:ii.\ h e  usabic bandwidth of the link. fn a hypercube, broadcast of a datum to 2 
;,d> x,li!i:.cs twice thc time of co.mmunication t o  one node, whereas in MMS, this can 
'Y d,~x i8i i~ \ i& sie?. Thus an effective bandwidth becomes p times the processor memory 
h.i:ir!uiJ!ii. An inlegrated sof:aare environment ailows a programmer t o  program tho 
m;i:liln< indcpcndmt o l  rlie structure in any of the programming languages like Pascal, C, 
i,(v!r.~!: xnd Proiog. 
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